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Fig. 4. Radiation patterns of the double-layered CPAs at 10 GHz (a) AUTA. (b) AUTB. (c) AUT C. (d) AUTD.———-———-———- H-plane co-polarization,
H-plane cross-polarization, ———————————— E-plane co-polarization, E-plane cross-polarization.

was 9.4 dBi within the pass band. The radiation patterns were stable
and the maximum cross-polarization level of the antenna was about
� 18 dB.
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Analysis of an Arbitrary Conic Section Profile Cylindrical
Reflector Antenna, H-Polarization Case

Taner Oğuzer, Alexander I. Nosich, and Ayhan Altintas

Abstract—Two-dimensional scattering of waves by a perfectly electric
conducting reflector having arbitrary smooth profile is studied in the H-po-
larization case. This is done by reducing the mixed-potential integral equa-
tion to the dual-series equations and carrying out analytical regularization.
To simulate a realistic primary feed, directive incident field is taken as a
complex source point beam. The proposed algorithm shows convergence
and efficiency. The far field characteristics are presented for the reflectors
shaped as quite large-size curved strips of elliptic, parabolic, and hyper-
bolic profiles.

Index Terms—Analytical regularization, complex source, reflector an-
tenna.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most important segments of rapidly developing wireless
communication systems is open-space propagation. In this research
area the reflector antenna simulation, design and sophistication plays
an important role because reflectors (Fig. 1) are one the best choices
among the antennas with high directivity [1]. Besides, shaped radia-
tion patterns are frequently needed or the beam can be focused on a
near-zone target. In these configurations the reflectors may have el-
liptic, hyperbolic, parabolic or other specialized surfaces. Therefore it
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Fig. 1. Geometry of the 2-D reflector antenna system with the complex source
at the focus of the arbitrary conic section reflector.

is highly desired to have a quick and accurate simulation tool, which
can be further implemented in a numerical-optimization code, to find
the reflector and feed parameters providing a desired radiation perfor-
mance.

Even though the real-life antennas have three-dimensional (3-D) re-
flector surfaces, sometimes almost 2-D ones are used in the commu-
nication and airborne earth scanning systems. As the whole idea of
reflector had been borrowed from optics, quasioptical (QO) methods
combining ray tracing with approximate account of the edge diffrac-
tion are widely used in simulations. These methods mainly depend on
the asymptotic solution of canonical structures, e.g., a half plane. Then
the reflection and diffraction coefficients appear in the ray format and
further can be used in solving more complicated geometries. E.g., a
2-D reflector illuminated with a directive feed was modeled in [2] with
QO techniques in the form of the uniform theory of diffraction and
aperture integration, combined with the complex source point (CSP)
method [3]. In [4], the scattering from a 2-D circular strip was treated
analytically with the Wiener–Hopf method assuming the size of the
strip to be asymptotically large. However, these analyses failed to take
into account all scattering mechanisms and their possible higher-order
interactions together. Another way of the solution is to use numer-
ical techniques like the method of moments (MoM) with simple lo-
cally defined basis functions. MoM can be applied to the small and
medium-size problems and provides the accuracy within a few digits
[5]. However, larger geometries or better accuracy values quickly hit
nonrealistic computer time requirements that has led to the invention
of the fast multipole method. Nevertheless, the fundamental problem
is that here the convergence of solving singular IEs with MoM is not
guaranteed mathematically [6].

Therefore, development of an accurate and economic method for
the simulation of arbitrary 2-D reflector antennas is still of great in-
terest. This can be done by using the method of analytical regulariza-
tion (MAR) [7]—for solving IE, and the CSP method—for simulating
the feed field. Here, MAR is based on the explicit inversion of the
most singular part of electric field integral equation (EFIE). This can
be done either in the space domain, with the weighted Chebyshev poly-
nomials as expansion functions [8], or in the discrete-Fourier-trans-
form domain, with full-period exponents (also known as trigonometric
polynomials) as a basis. In the latter case, a specialized function-the-
oretic technique called the Riemann–Hilbert problem (RHP) method
is known to be useful [9]–[12]. In [13], we studied a perfectly electric

conducting (PEC) 2-D circular reflector antenna in free space by com-
bining CSP with MAR-RHP in one accurate technique. Later the same
approach was extended to study imperfect edge-loaded reflector [14],
reflector in a circular dielectric radome [15], [16], and reflector above
impedance flat earth [17]. Further, more realistic reflector surfaces can
be also considered, with a general profile given by a twice-differen-
tiable open curve. In [18], such a reflector was solved in the E-polar-
ization case by following the ideas of [19] and using the MAR-RHP
technique. One of the basic steps here was to introduce an auxiliary
circle that was smoothly joined with the reflector contour, and to ex-
ploit the semi-inversion of equations for a circularly curved strip. Rele-
vant papers [20]–[22] worked with similar ideas and used the theory of
the Abel IE and the dual-series equations (DSE) in terms of the Jacobi
polynomials, although no numerical data were given.
Below we shall formulate the IE for a 2-D reflector with arbitrary

profile by using the auxiliary vector and scalar potentials. Such a
mixed-potential integral equation (MPIE) is attractive as being less
singular than EFIE—in our case it has at most Cauchy-type singularity.
Then MPIE is cast into a DSE format and regularized by using RHP
technique, which leads to a matrix equation of the Fredholm second
kind.

II. FORMULATION

The geometries that we shall study are PEC cylindrical reflectors
having arbitrary conical section profiles, i.e., elliptic, parabolic, or hy-
perbolic ones. A directive incident beam field located at one of the fo-
cuses illuminates such a zero-thickness reflector in symmetric manner
(see Fig. 1). The origin of the used coordinate system (x; y) = (r; ')
is taken just in this focus, and the point Oe or Oh represents the sym-
metry center of the ellipse or hyperbola, respectively, while the focal
distance is taken as f = jae;h � cj (see Figs. 2 and 3). The parabola
can be considered as the limit case of the ellipse, i.e., e ! 1. In this
case one focus of the ellipse goes to infinity and the other one remains
fixed as the focus of parabola. All these curves can be represented by
the same equation, namely

y2 + (1� e2)x2 + 2fe(1 + e)x = f2(1 + e)2 (1)

where e = c=ae;h is the eccentricity factor of the curve and defines a
circle (e = 0), ellipse (0 < e < 1), parabola (e = 1) or hyperbola
(1 < e < 1). When building the solution, an open arc M of this
generalized curve (representing reflector’s cross section) is completed
to a closed contourC by adding a circular arc S of the radius as having
its center shifted at a distance L from the origin on the negative x-axis.
The radius as and the distance L are chosen in such a way that at the
connection points (re;��e) the curvatures of the arcs M and S are
matched. As a result, the closed contour first derivatives are continuous,
and discontinuities in the second derivatives are finite. We will see that
this is essential to reduce our problem to a regularized matrix equation.
The requirements for the unique solution of the presented boundary

value problem are stated as follows: the field function has to satisfy
the Helmholtz equation offM , Sommerfeld’s radiation condition, PEC
boundary condition on M , and the edge condition. In the considered
case of H-polarization, the tangential scattered electric field can be
written by using the auxiliary potentials depending on the tangential
surface current Jt, and by imposing the PEC boundary condition on
M , i.e., Esc

t = �Ein

t , one obtains the following MPIE [25]
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Fig. 2. Geometry of the antenna with elliptic reflector.

Fig. 3. Geometry of the antenna with hyperbolic reflector.

where k = !
p
�0"0 is the free space wave number, Ein

t (~r) =

�(iZ0=k)(@H
in
z =@n), G0 = (i=4)H

(1)
o (kj~r � ~r 0j), and ~n is the

outer unit normal vector. Suppose now that the arc M can be charac-
terized by parametric equations in terms of the polar angle, x = x('),
y = y('), where ��e � ' � �e. Besides, define the differential

lengths in the tangential direction at any point onM as @l = a�(')@',
@l0 = a�('0)@'0, respectively. Here, �(') = r(')=(a cos (')),
�(') is the angle between the normal onM and the x-direction, (')
is the angle between the normal and the radial direction, and a is the
radius of the auxiliary circle taken here equal to the focal distance f .
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After the multiplication of the both sides of (2) with a�('), the MPIE
is cast to the following form:

@

@'

�
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0)d'0

+ (ka)2
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Jt ('
0) cos �(')� �('0)

� �(')�('0)G0(';'
0)d'0 = a�(')

@H in
z

@n
; ' 2M (3)

where r(') = f(1 + e)=(1 + e cos(')) describes the position vector
for all conic section profiles depending on the eccentricity factor e.
Note that MPIE (3) suggests that the current Jt(') is a continuously
differentiable function on M .

To follow the common procedure of RHP technique [9]–[12], we
have to convert (3) to the discrete-Fourier-transform domain. First of
all, we extend the current density function by zero value on S and
change integration domain in (3) from M to C (i.e., from 0 to 2� in
'0). Then, the unknown function Jt is discretized with the mentioned
exponents as

Jt ('
0) =

1

n=�1

xne
in' ; '0 2 C (4)

and further it will be assumed that this series converges uniformly and
hence can be differentiated in term-by-term manner.

Further the following auxiliary regular functions are introduced:

H(';'0) =H
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Now we can modify (3) as follows:
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The above IE is built by adding and subtracting the explicitly given
terms from the actual kernels of the original MPIE. These terms appear
in the left side of the (6) inside the second and fourth integrals and in-
clude the free space Green’s function defined on the auxiliary circle of
radius a, thereforeH(';'0) andG('; '0) are regular if','0 2 S�S.

The most singular part of the IE is inside the second integral. Here, a
Cauchy-type singularity appears from the derivative of the logarithm,
however, it is invertible by the RHP technique when IE is moved to the
discrete-Fourier-transform domain. If ' approaches '0, the H(';'0)
andG('; '0) functions have also continuous first derivatives, and their
second derivatives with respect to s and s0 have only logarithmic singu-
larities and hence belong toL2. The mentioned functions are expanded
into the double Fourier series with respect to two arguments producing
coefficients hnm and gnm, respectively. The above mentioned condi-
tions imposed on curve C entail that these coefficients asymptotically
decay as O(jnj�1:5�"jmj�1:5�")—see [24]. Their efficient computa-
tion needs double integration of rapidly oscillating functions that is
done with the double fast-Fourier transform (FFT). In this way one can
solve electrically large geometries in accurate manner within a reason-
able time [24].
The incident field produced by the CSP feed is given by the complex-

argument Hankel function

H in
z = H

(1)
0 (kj~r � ~rcsj) (7)

where ~rcs = ~r0+i~b, ~r0 is the real position vector and i~b is the complex
vector, which characterizes the beam direction and its width—see [2],
[3], [13]–[18]. The right-hand part of (3) is expanded into the Fourier
series as follows:
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where Rcs = j~r � ~rcsj, ~rcs =
_
a x (r0 + ib). In the computations

we shall assume that r0 = 0, and the vector ~b is orientated in the
x-direction.
Discretization of (6), together with equation Jt(') = 0, ' 2 S

leads to the following DSE for the unknown coefficients:
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where �n are the Fourier coefficients of the function �2(') defined
for 0 � ' � 2�, Jn(ka) is the Bessel function, and H

(1)
n (ka) is the

Hankel function of first kind.
Then by using the asymptotic behavior of cylindrical functions, the

above DSE can be reduced to canonical form as follows:
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where we have denoted

fn = � xn�n + i�

1

p=�1

xp

� �pnhn(�p) + (ka)2Jp(ka)H
(1)
p (ka)�n�p

+(ka)2gn(�p) � 2zn: (11)

If coefficients fn were known, this canonical DSE is solved analytically
[9]–[12], therefore in our case the result is the following infinite matrix
equation of the second kind:

(I +A)X = B; A = A1 + A2 +A3 +A4 (12)

where

�Imn = �mn; A1
mn = �nTmn

A2
mn = i�n
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Here, ~Tmn = (�1)m+nTmn(cos �e), and the Tmn functions can be
found in [11], [13] as combinations of the Legendre polynomials (co-
inciding withm�1V n�1

m�1 of [9]). One can verify that the matrix opera-
torsA

i

mn, i = 1; 2; 3; 4 have bounded norms in l2 provided that C is a
twice-differentiable curve, i.e., then 1

n=�1
1

m=�1 jA
i
mnj

2
<1,

i = 1; 2; 3; 4. Furthermore, provided that the source branch-cut B
does not cross arc M , the right-hand-part elements also belong to l2,
i.e., 1

m=�1 jBmj
2 < 1. In this case the infinite matrix equation

(12) is of the Fredholm second kind. Hence the Fredholm theorems
guarantee the existence of the unique exact solution x̂ 2 l2 and also
the convergence of approximate numerical solution when truncating
(12) with progressively larger sizesNtr. Note, however, that not all the
matrix elements vanish if k = 0 : A2

mn remain finite and vanish only
if the curveM is a circular arc (i.e., eccentricity e = 0). Therefore, we
cannot state that (12) is a result of the static part inversion although it
is still a regularized matrix equation.

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The above-presented formulation has been verified by computing
the antenna currents, radiation patterns, and directivity plots, for var-
ious problem parameters. For a comparison, additional computer sim-
ulation was performed by using the MoM applied to MPIE. Here, the
Galerkin’s approach was used based on the triangular subdomain func-
tions. The elements of the “impedance” matrixA in the MoM formula-
tion contained double integrals, which were evaluated numerically by
using the optimized routines of Matlab 6.1. To generate all these nu-
merical results we have used a PC Pentium III computer with 256 MB
RAM and windows 2000 operating system.

Fig. 4. Condition numbers of the MoM and MAR matrices versus the
truncation number Ntr.

Fig. 5. (a) Relative accuracy of the surface-current coefficients in terms of
the truncation number Ntr for different eccentricity factors for the MoM and
MAR cases; the other parameters are f = 4�, d = 10�, and kb = 2:6.
(b) Error in directivity versus truncation number Ntrfor different eccentricity
factors; f = 4�, the rest parameters are the same.

Fig. 4 demonstrates the condition number of the matrix versus the
truncation number Ntr. It is seen that this value is at the reasonable
level for both MAR and MoM solutions. One can also see that it has a
rapidly convergent nature with the increasing ofNtr in the MAR case,
however, in the MoM case it has a tendency to increase with larger
values ofNtr. Besides, to verify the actual rate of convergence similarly
to [12]–[18], we computed the relative error in the obtained surface
current density. Here, we imply this value in the sense of so-called
maximum norm, i.e., �x = max jxN +1

n � xNn j=max jxNn j.
Fig. 5(a) presents the �x plotted versus Ntr in logarithmic scale
for different eccentricity factors e. As expected, the results display a
decaying nature with greater Ntr values. Furthermore we can say that
the greater e values entail solving of the larger-size matrix equation for
the same fixed accuracy. Another parameter demonstrating the error
in the far field is defined as the relative accuracy in directivity i.e.,
�D = jDN +1 � DN j=jDN j—see Fig. 5(b). As expected, this
quantity decays faster than the near-field error. Practically speaking,
four-digit accuracy in the current computation leads to the five-digit
accuracy in the directivity computation. In general, these results
support the convergence of our solution. When computing the gnm
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the radiation patterns obtained with presented MAR
solution for (a) hyperbolic, (b) elliptic, and (c) parabolic reflectors. Reflector
parameters are d = 12�, f=� = 6 (solid line) and d = 8�, f=� =
4 (dotted line), so that f=d = 0:5. Feed parameter is kb = 2, so that the edge
illumination is�7.30 dB for hyperbola,�7.90 dB for parabola and�8.78 dB
for ellipse.

Fig. 7. Variation of the directivity with respect to the eccentricity factor e for
different aperture dimensions d=�. The other problem parameters are f=d =
0:5 and kb = 2. Edge illumination changes from �8.79 dB (e = 0:5) to
�7.38 dB (e = 1:8).

and hnm coefficients, FFT algorithm was used with the order of 1024
� 1024. Furthermore Fig. 5 shows that the truncation number Ntr

has to be greatly increased to obtain a reasonable accuracy in the
MoM solution, however, Fig. 4 says that this entails high condition
numbers. Sample normalized radiation patterns are given in Fig. 6.
Here, f=d ratio and edge illumination are taken as constant values, and
the data are computed for the different aperture dimensions d=� and
the eccentricity factors. In the elliptic and hyperbolic reflector cases,
the smaller and greater reflector dimensions give almost the same
main beam width, so no significant difference occurs in the directivity.
However, in the parabolic case a larger aperture better collimates the
main beam, and hence an increase in the directivity is observed.

In Fig. 7, the directivity versus eccentricity factor e is plotted for
the various aperture dimensions. As expected, the directivity becomes
maximum in the parabolic case (e = 1) and drops to small values away
from the parabola. Additionally, similar curves are also plotted for
the higher aperture dimensions. It is seen that the directivity increases

around parabolic case with the increasing d=�. Away from parabola
this tendency of linear increase disappears and only some small varia-
tions occur. This situation is in agreement with the results in Fig. 6.

IV. CONCLUSION

A 2-D reflector antenna illuminated with a directive feed has been
modeled by the CSP-RHP approach for the H-polarization case. This is
a continuation of our similar study performed for the E-polarization in
[18]. In computations, reflector contour was given by a conical section
profile. Efficient computation of the double Fourier series coefficients
of smooth functions appearing after the kernel singularity extraction is
one of the important technical problems of this method, and we have
solved it by using the FFT algorithm. All this enabled us to analyze
electrically larger reflectors that are normally not accessible withMoM.
The plots of the computational error versus the truncation number sup-
port the convergence statement. Radiation characteristics of the studied
system have been examined by computing the radiation patterns and di-
rectivity for various problem parameters. Presented results justify the
basic conclusions of the practical antenna engineering.
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